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As cloud computing matures and hype becomes reality, uptake among small and medium-

sized businesses (SMBs) and large enterprises is increasing. And although the cloud is still  

a small but growing component of the IT landscape, the Cisco Internet Business Solutions 

Group (IBSG) believes it is an appropriate time to ask, “What will be the outcome of the 

battle between web-grade infrastructure and  enterprise-grade infrastructure?” 

The cloud landscape is complex and interconnected, and is disrupting the application and 

presentation layers, as well as facility and IT infrastructure layers. This Fast Facts will focus 

on trends in cloud-based systems infrastructure software. 

 Web-Grade and Enterprise-Grade Infrastructure Services Continue  

To Battle 

Figure 1.   The Battle Between Web- and Enterprise-Grade Platforms Rages Across External and Internal IaaS. 

 

Sources: IDC, 2011; Tier 1, 2011; Cisco IBSG, 2012 
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The battle of web- versus enterprise-grade services rages on across hosted and internal 

IaaS. Generally, web-grade platforms deliver services that can be purchased with a credit 

card, use open-source tools for hypervisors and full cloud automation, and offer low-end, 

direct-attached (often distributed) storage.  On the other hand Enterprise-grade platforms 

include longer-term contracts, use enterprise software for hypervisors and cloud 

automation, and incorporate high-end storage, such as storage-area networks or network-

attached storage. Typically, enterprise-grade platforms also have more rigorous security 

certifications and offer better and more reliable service-level agreements and are being 

charged at a premium. 

Web-grade platforms have captured near-term attention for hosted (external) IaaS solutions, 

while enterprise-grade platforms tend to support internal IaaS solutions. Infrastructure 

services are on a fast-growth trajectory and several key dynamics are underpinning this 

growth:       

1. Maturing web-grade cloud enablers will accelerate the entry of more than 30,000 

hosting companies. 

The web hosting space is highly fragmented across a plethora of small companies. Although 

cloud began in web-based environments, the majority of web hosting companies are not yet 

cloud-enabled. Tier 1, a research firm, estimates that 30,000 web hosting companies still do 

not use cloud-based technologies.1 Cisco IBSG expects an additional push toward public 

IaaS because its enablement stacks are quickly maturing. Led by OpenStack, open-source 

standards have gained momentum, and recent acquisitions such as those by Dimension 

Data (acquired OpSource) and Citrix (bought Cloud.com) are also driving standards.2 

2.  Despite the head start of web-grade services, Cisco IBSG expects strong growth 

for enterprise-grade IaaS. 

While web-grade platforms are rapidly gaining in reliability and performance, the role of 

enterprise-grade cloud continues to attract critical workloads. Not only do we see solid 

demand for enterprise-grade IaaS services, we have also observed significant investments 

in this space. However, many enterprises are still skeptical, or bound by regulation, so will 

not enter a plain shared cloud environment. Therefore, IaaS providers need to embrace the 

requirement of offering private environments to excel with enterprise grade IaaS to address 

all market needs. 

3.  Hybrid Cloud will Drive the Adoption of Enterprise-Grade IaaS 

The third aspect enabling further growth in IaaS are hybrid clouds which enable important 

and critical opportunities for enterprise and web-grade solutions. Hybrid clouds combine 

the greater elasticity of a large public cloud with the security of a private deployment. 

Management tools that integrate private and various public provider’s clouds are 

increasingly becoming available. Open-Source as well as proprietary de-facto standards 

support this migration to public cloud. 

Implications for Network Service Providers (NSPs) 

NSPs that have enterprise-grade infrastructure services may find initial success with their 

existing managed hosting franchises. Eventually, they must build or acquire IT services 

and sales capabilities to be successful. Moreover, they should provide tools that enable 
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developers and simplify application development, as well as  provide on-net, cloud-based 

end-to-end WAN-IT services to the SMB and mid-market segment. 

To read Cisco IBSG’s complete analysis of the cloud value chain and go-to-market 

strategies for NSPs, see “The Cloud Value Chain Exposed: Key Takeaways for Network 

Service Providers:” http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac79/docs/sp/Cloud-Value-Chain-

ExposedL.pdf  

 Endnotes 

1. Tier 1, 2010 

2. OpSource, 2011; Citrix, 2011. 
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